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ABSTRACT
In today’s team sports, the effective and user-friendly support
of analysts and coaches in analyzing their team’s tactics is
essential. In this paper, we present an extended version of
SportSense, a tool for searching in sports video by means of
sketches, for creating and visualizing statistics of individual
players and the entire team, and for visualizing the players’
off-ball movement. SportSense has been developed in close
collaboration with football coaches.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Information systems appli-
cations;Multimedia andmultimodal retrieval; •Human-
centered computing → Graphical user interfaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The importance of tactical performance analysis in team
sports and especially in football has enormously increased
over the last years. However, this is a very complex and time-
intensive task for coaches and analysts as they have to search
for specific video scenes, handle large data sets, and identify
key performance indicators to be well prepared for the next
matches. In this paper, we present the SportSense UI, an
analysis tool which allows a coach or analyst to search for
video scenes by means of hand-drawn sketches of player in-
teractions, as well as calculating statistics on-the-fly [2, 3, 5].
Additionally, off-ball movements of the players can be visual-
ized. This helps a coach or an analyst to holistically analyze
tactical elements and to evaluate player and team perfor-
mances in a flexible and time-efficient manner.

2 SPORTSENSE
The SportSense user interface has been targeted to users
with rather low IT affinity. The main rationale behind the UI
and especially of its drawing area is to mimic the traditional
tactic board coaches and analysts are familiar with.

The SportSense UI consists of four main components: (i)
a video area (upper left part in Fig. 1), where the video source
is displayed, (ii) a drawing area (upper middle part in Fig. 1),
where the user can define areas and draw sketches to search
for events and patterns of events, (iii) a filter area (upper
right and middle layer in Fig. 1), where various filters can
be set to further define the search, and (iv) a timeline (lower
part of Fig. 1), where the results of the search are visualized.

Functionalities
SportSense supports three different sketch-based retrieval
methods. With Region Queries, a user can define a region
on the schematic pitch in the drawing area where specific
events occurred. With Event Cascades, the search for patterns
of events is supported. A user can define an area with a re-
gion query and search for events either happened before the
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Figure 1: SportSense UI with visualized off-ball movements

results of the region query (Reverse Event Cascade) or after-
wards (Forward Event Cascade). The third retrieval method is
called Motion Path. A user can sketch the path of a player or
the ball on the drawing area. For all retrieval modes, clicking
on one of the retrieved results will display the corresponding
video scene in the video area of the SportSense UI.

An important element of tactical performance analysis
considers off-ball movements of the players and teams in
specific situations. SportSense supports such analyzes by
allowing users to select an event of interest; then, the tra-
jectories of the players and the ball are visualized in the UI.
With a slider, the time interval for which the trajectories are
retrieved and displayed can be varied.
Statistics and key performance indicators are other core

elements in team performance analysis. These can be used,
for instance, to justify decisions to players, or to get a con-
firmation of the subjective impressions of training or match
performances. SportSense allows a user to calculate on-the-
fly statistics by saving queries and compare them with re-
spect to various parameters (see Fig. 2). Additionally, coaches
or analysts can compare historical player data and compare
different players with respect to various parameters.

SportSense in Action
SportSense relies on position data (ball and players) as well
as event data. Additionally, videos from the corresponding
matches are needed for the full functionality of the system.
Interaction with SportSense includes drawing sketches, sav-
ing the results and analyzing them either qualitatively by
watching the video scenes or quantitatively by calculating
statistics. Additionally, also player statistics can be compared.

3 RELATEDWORK
Previouswork on sketch-based retrieval hasmainly addressed
football [4], but also other team sports (e.g., basketball [6]).
Other approaches focus on the visualization of complex con-
cepts of football, e.g., pressure [1] or dominant regions [7].
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no system

Figure 2: SportSense UI with visualized statistics

that covers such a broad spectrum of tactical performance
analyses as SportSense.

4 CONCLUSION
SportSense is a powerful tool that supports coaches and ana-
lysts in their time-intensive task of tactical performance anal-
ysis. It provides various options to search for events and pat-
terns of events in the corresponding video scenes, it is able to
visualize off-ball movements, and it allows users to calculate
on-the-fly statistics for the comparison of performances. It is
available under an open source license (https://github.com/
sportsense). In our future work we plan to integrate physical
performance data, which will open a new set of analyzes.
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